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Workshop title:  

Work with TRIK-Sinnefinder® - Finding and Answering 

Questions with all Senses 

 

Duration: 2x 1h 30 min with a break 

 

Goal of the workshop: 

Verbalizing personal identities and developing diversity in a group/team as a resource. 

 

Concept: 

Participants of the workshop will use the TRIK-Sinnefinder®, which are individual wooden 

objects produced by woodturning in big variety in color, form, type of wood, surface, etc. 

(See: https://trik-training.de/trik-sinnefinder ), developed to be used in supervision, coaching 

and team building.  

Participants can select their own TRIK-Sinnefinder®, also take it with them, as a personal 

loaded object symbolizing the individual profile. A guided reflection on sensitive experience 

with the object leads to the question: What is my profile as coach/supervisor? In a second step 

the profile is presented in a group of 6 participants. 

In a third step the group of 6 works on the question: How can collaboration in counselling be 

optimized by diversity in the group? In a fourth step collaboration based on diversity in the 

group is presented. The mother language of all participants can be used in all steps to describe 

sensitive perceptions of TRIK- Sinnefinder® and the profile as a supervisor. 

 
Learning outcome: 

Getting familiar with  

• a less verbal dominated method to work on profile or diversity in teams. 

• intercultural and interlingual aspects of working in a group in the summer university. 

Finding out about  

• the own and the other's profile. 

• how collaboration can be influenced positive about diverse resources in a group. 

 

Profile 

Michael Greissel is a fulltime freelance Supervisor and Coach of DGSv since 2003, and 

trainer for intercultural competence with brands TRIK-Training® and TRIK-Sinnefinder®. 

Speaker of a regional network of supervisors. He participated the Summer Universities in 

Bolzano and Riga. He facilitates Diversity and Change Management Processes and works in 

Intercultural Preparation for Expats being sent to Turkey from Germany or Germany from 

Turkey. Works with TRIK-Sinnefinder® - Finding and Answering Questions with all Senses. 
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